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UM Tactical Introduces New Holsters 
   Lake Worth, Florida, October, 2017 – Building on their one of a kind UMH3 Tactical Holster System, UM Tactical is announcing 

five new holster lines. The Qualifier (IWB/OWB), IWB, AMBI, Bikini and Competition Holsters cover any carry need with an 

unmatched fit, function and price.  UM Tactical makes all their Holsters in-house right in South Florida with only USA made 

materials, resulting in excellent quality control, durability and integrity.   

 

   UM Tactical's Holsters are handmade and constructed of 4332 Boltaron. Boltaron has a much wider temperature range 

before cracking under arctic cold or deforming under high heat, it also has an extremely high impact resistance over Kydex. 

These holsters are also designed for minimal slide contact and a secure adjustable retention. All lines are available in right or 

left- handed configurations.  

 

   Qualifier Holster is an IWB/OWB convertible system. The user can easily and quickly convert from inside the waistband to 

outside simply by removing clip and installing the qualifier strap. The OWB Qualifier strap holds the holster tight to your body 

without sacrificing the manipulation of retention. This holster was developed with the input of multiple Law Enforcement 

Agencies to help solve common carry issues for daily carry and duty applications.  

 

   The IWB is a somewhat traditionally designed inside the waistband holster with an amazing form and fit.  It is made with the 

same technology and is engineered for comfort. This holster can also be outfitted later with the Qualifier Strap to convert to an 

OWB. 

 

   The AMBI Holster is completely ambidextrous and can be outfitted with different mounting solutions from multiple 

manufactures. The Holster comes equipped with either UM Tactical’s AMBI Strap or Tek-Lok. The holster is also able to accept 

other Blade-Tech attachments (not paddle) and the Safariland ELS system. The OWB strap, much like the Qualifier Strap, 

comfortably holds the holster tight to your body without sacrificing the manipulation of retention. The strap is made from a 

flexible, yet extremely strong and durable polymer. Features a dual screw adjustable retention system to accommodate any 

draw preference. It can easily be converted from right to left handed with only the removal of two screws and has a 0-15 

degree adjustable cant.  

 

   UM Tactical’s Bikini Holster is also completely ambidextrous and has the same mounting solution flexibility as the AMBI 

Holster. The Bikini Holster however is a low mass carry option that is very comfortable and concealable, especially for 

individuals who like to carry outside the waistband. This holster also works extremely well for handguns with comps and its 

mounting versatility allows it to be used with almost any competition setup.  

 

   UM Tactical's Competition Holsters are an excellent option for any competition shooter.  The holster has a dual screw 

adjustable retention system to allow any draw preference and features the same mounting attachment versatility. Just like all 

the other holsters UM Tactical manufactures, it has that custom fit and finish look. The holster comes equipped with a Tek-Lok 

attachment or just the holster. The Competition Holsters are IDPA legal and can be combined with UMT's Mag Holders to make 

a complete setup.  

 

   Brian Wilson, UM Co-Founder and Design Engineer said, “After our success with the UMH3, we started getting a lot of 

requests for more traditional holster designs incorporating our state of the art materials and manufacturing methods.” Wilson 

continued, “These 5 new holsters are in response to that demand. We are already at work on new models as they are released.” 

Wilson added, “Here at UM, we are dedicated to responding to the needs of all shooters. Nothing makes us happier than 

knowing we fulfilled that need.” 

 

UM Tactical, Inc   -  1955 10th Ave North, Lake Worth, Florida 33461    



UM Tactical is a South Florida based company that specializes in recoil management devices, holsters (carry, competition, 

duty), mag holders, and pistol optic mounting solutions (UM3, shims). For more on these products, please visit: 

www.umtactical.com or call 866-979-4486. 
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